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Fission barriers of superheavy nuclei

M. G. Itkis, Yu. Ts. Oganessian, and V. I. Zagrebaev
Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear Reaction, JINR, Dubna, Moscow Region, Russia

~Received 3 December 2001; published 11 March 2002!

An analysis of the available experimental data on the fusion and fission of the nuclei of286112, 292114, and
296116, produced in the reactions48Ca1238U, 48Ca1244Pu, and48Ca1248Cm, as well as experimental data on
the survival probability of those nuclei in evaporation channels with three- and four-neutron emission, enables
the quite reliable conclusion that the fission barriers of those nuclei are really quite high, which results in their
relatively high stability. The lower limits that we obtained for the fission barrier heights of2832286112,
2882292114, and2922296116 nuclei are 5.5, 6.7, and 6.4 MeV, respectively.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The fission barrier is a fundamental characteristic
heavy atomic nuclei. Many heavy nuclei decay mainly
spontaneous fission, and it is the fission barriers that are
sponsible for the lifetimes of those nuclei. On the other ha
the probability of superheavy nucleus formation in a hea
ion fusion reaction is also directly connected to the heigh
its fission barrier. The fission barrier depends on the way
which the intrinsic energy of the nucleus changes as its sh
varies. The intrinsic energy of the nucleus undergoes a
nificant change as its spherically symmetrical configurat
turns into a strongly deformed configuration of two nuclei
contact at the scission point. It can be separated into
parts: a macroscopic~collective! component, which is a mea
sure of an averaged change in the Coulomb and nuclea
ergy @1–3#, and a microscopic component, which is a fun
tion of a change in the shell structure of the deform
nuclear system@4,5#. The macroscopic component of the fi
sion barrier~commonly calculated within the framework o
the liquid drop model! declines rapidly with the increasin
atomic number due to the Coulomb energy increasing in
portance~proportional toZ2/A1/3) as compared to the surfac
energy~proportional toA2/3). For Z.105, the simple liquid
drop model predicts fission barriers of less than 1 M
which suggests that the fission properties and existence i
of those nuclei depend mainly on shell effects~Fig. 1!.

Determining the heights of fission barriers is a challen
ing experimental problem. Only for sufficiently long-live
isotopes, which can be used as target materials, can the
sion barriers be reliably deduced from measured excita
functions of such reactions as (n, f ), (d,p f), etc. Details and
appropriate references can be found in review work@7#. For
nuclei with Z.100, such measurements are not possible

Calculating the fission barrier for the atomic nucle
~mainly its microscopic component! is also a very compli-
cated problem, involving with the necessity of solving
many-body quantum problem. The exact solution to t
problem is currently unobtainable, and the accuracy of
approximations in use is rather difficult to estimate. As
result, the fission barriers for superheavy nuclei calcula
within the framework of different approaches differ grea
~Fig. 2!. However, in spite of the quantitative distinction
many models predict that shell effects should grow shar
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in the region of nuclei withZ;114 andN;184, whose fis-
sion barriers are in fact devoid of a macroscopic compon
Any experimental information about the fission properties
those nuclei seems to be highly valuable.

Note that spontaneous fission of a heavy nucleus, and
half-life, depend not only on the height of the fission barr
but also on its shape. At the same time an important prop
of the fission barrier is that it has a pronounced effect on
survival probability of an excited nucleus in its cooling b
emitting neutrons andg rays in competition with fission. It is
this property that may be taken advantage of to make
estimate of the fission barrier of a superheavy nucleus if
fission barrier is impossible to measure directly. More sen
tivity may be obtained if such a competition is tested seve
times during an evaporation cascade. To deduce the ex
mental value of the survival probability of the superhea
nucleus, it is necessary to measure the cross sectio
weakly excited compound nucleus production in the ne
barrier fusion of heavy ions as well as the cross section
the yield of a heavy evaporation residue. It was experime
of this kind that were carried out at Flerov Laboratory
Nuclear Reactions~JINR, Dubna! recently, as part of a serie

FIG. 1. Heights of the fission barriers calculated for heavy n
clei along the drip line. The dashed curve represents the ma
scopic component of the fission barrier@3#; the solid curve takes
account of the shell correction for the ground state of the nuclei@6#.
For some nuclei, measured values of the fission barrier
presented@7#.
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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of experiments on the production of nuclei withZ5112, 114,
and 116@10–12#. In Ref. @13#, the yield of fission fragments
was measured for a number of near-barrier heavy-ion fus
reactions, including the reactions48Ca1238U, 48Ca1244Pu,
48Ca1248Cm, successfully employed in Refs.@10–12# to
produce nuclei of283112, 288114, and292116, formed in 3n
and 4n evaporation channels. A careful analysis of the wh
body of data obtained allows one to deduce certain inform
tion about the values of the fission barriers of the nuc
produced.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

To analyze the available experimental data, we applied
approach formulated in Refs.@14,15#. Here we just outline

FIG. 2. Predicted heights of fission barriers for some isotope
nuclei with Z5112, 114, and 116. The solid curves correspond
the barriers obtained by summing the liquid-drop component ca
lated according to Ref.@3#, and the shell correction for the ground
state energy of the nucleus@6#. The dashed curves show the calc
lated fission barriers from Ref.@8#. The circles correspond to th
calculations done in Ref.@9# ~solid circles are so-called static ba
riers, and open circles are dynamic barriers!. The rectangles with
arrows show the estimates of the lower boundary of the fiss
barriers of nuclei of286112, 292114, and296116 ~see below!.
04460
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this approach. The production cross section of a heavy r
due nucleusB, produced as a result of neutron evaporati
and g emission from the excited compound nucleusC
formed in a fusion reaction of two heavy nucleiA11A2
→C→B1n,p,a,g at the energy close to the Coulomb ba
rier in the entrance channel, can be decomposed over pa
waves and represented as

sER
A11A2→B

~E!'
p\2

2mE (
l 50

`

~2l 11!T~E,l !PCN~A11A2

→C;E,l )PER~C→B;E* ,l !. ~1!

HereT(E,l ) is the probability that the colliding nuclei wil
penetrate the entrance channel potential barrier and reac
contact pointRcont5R11R2 (R1 , R2 are the radii of the
nuclei!, which is normally 2–3 fm less than the radius of th
Coulomb barrierRC

B . PCN defines the probability that the
system will go from the configuration of two nuclei in con
tact into the configuration of a spherical~or near-spherical!
compound mononucleus. When thus evolving, a heavy s
tem is in principle likely to reseparate into two fragmen
without producing a compound nucleus~quasifission!, so
PCN<1. Finally,PER(C→B) defines the probability that the
cold residueB will be produced in the decay of the com
pound nucleusC with the excitation energyE* 5E2Qgg

f us ,
whereE is the center-of-mass energy of the colliding nucl
Qgg

f us5M (C)c22M (A1)c22M (A2)c2, and M (C), M (A1),
andM (A2) are the ground state nuclear masses. That Eq~1!
is not an exact equation accounts for the fact that here
single process of the production of the final nucleusB is in
fact divided into three separate steps; though interconnec
these are considered and calculated separately.

It should be noted that in the case of the production
superheavy nuclei, describing all the three steps of the re
tion @i.e., calculating the valuesT(E,l ), PCN andPER], pre-
sents certain difficulties. Things get much better if there
independent experimental data on the so-called cap
cross section defined asscapt(E)5(p\2/2mE)( l 50

` (2l
11)T(E,l ) and the fusion cross sections f us(E)
5(p\2/2mE)( l 50

` (2l 11)T(E,l )PCN(E,l ). In this situa-
tion, the quantitiesT(E,l ) and PCN can be calculated~or
parametrized! in such a way as for the energy dependence
the corresponding reaction cross sections to be described
equately.

T(E,l ) was calculated considering the coupling betwe
the relative motion of the nuclei, their surface oscillatio
~dynamic deformations!, and rotation~for nonzero static de-
formation!. Use was made of the semiphenomenological b
rier distribution function method. This allowed the captu
cross section to be quite adequately described in the e
near-barrier energy region. To describe the interaction of
deformed nuclei, the proximity potential, which has no ad
tional fitting parameters other than nuclear radii, was chos
This approach was successfully applied to describe the
ture cross sections of a number of mass asymmetric nuc
reactions@14,15#.

The production of a compound nucleus, which occurs
fierce competition with quasifission, is the least understo
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FISSION BARRIERS OF SUPERHEAVY NUCLEI PHYSICAL REVIEW C65 044602
reaction stage. To describe this process and to calculate
value of PCN , a few theoretical approaches, some of wh
are contradictory to each other, were proposed@14,16,17#.
Here a simple parametrization of the probability of co
pound nucleus production is used:

PCN~E* !5P0 Y F11expS E* 2E0

DE D G .
The parametersP0 , E0, andDE were chosen in such a wa
as for the corresponding fusion cross section to be re
duced~see below!.

The survival probability of a cooling excited compoun
nucleus is calculated following a statistical model@18#. It can
be expressed as@15#

PER~C→B1xn!

5E
0

E0* 2En
sep(1) Gn

G tot
~E0* ,J0!Pn~E0* ,e1!de1

3E
0

E1* 2En
sep(2) Gn

G tot
~E1* ,J1!Pn~E1* ,e2!de2•••

3E
0

Ex21* 2En
sep(x) Gn

G tot
~Ex21* ,Jx21!Pn~Ex21* ,ex!

3GNg~Ex* ,Jx→g.s.!dex . ~2!

Here Gn is the partial decay width for neutron evaporatio
andG tot is the sum of all the partial decay widths.En

sep(k)
andek are the binding and kinetic energies of thekth evapo-
rated neutron,Ek* 5E0* 2( i 51

k @En
sep( i )1ei # is the excitation

energy of the residual nucleus after the emission ofk neu-
trons, Pn(E* ,e)5CAe exp„2e/T(E* )… is the probability
for the evaporated neutron to have an energye, and the nor-
malization coefficientC is determined from the condition

*
0
E* 2En

sep

Pn(E* ,e)de51. The quantity GNg defines the
probability that the remaining excitation energy and angu
momentum will be taken away byg emission after the
evaporation ofx neutrons@15#.

For heavy nucleiGn /G tot'Gn /G f , and this relationship
depends strongly on the fission barrier height, or more
actly, on the ratio between neutron separation energy and
barrier height. The calculated neutron separation energie
superheavy nuclei also have a certain error; however,
value is no more than 0.4 MeV. For nuclei close to the b
stability line, this error is still less@6#. Thus, having experi-
mental data on the capture cross sectionscapt(E) and the
compound nucleus production cross sections f us(E), the
value of the fission barrier for this nucleus can be asses
by comparing the measured values of the cross section
the yield of a heavy evaporation residue with those cal
lated in Eqs.~1! and ~2!. Unfortunately, decay widths als
depend on a number of other factors~such as the level den
sity parameter, the shell correction damping parameter,
collective enhancement factor, etc!, whose exact values ar
currently unknown@15#. Nevertheless, a careful analysis of
great number of reactions associated with the productio
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heavy and superheavy nuclei, whose fission barriers are
ther known or have very close predicted values in differ
models, allows a sufficiently narrow range for values
those factors to be reliably found by examining experimen
data of interest.

It should be noted that the proposed procedure for de
mining the fission barrier is to be the most efficient in an
lyzing so-called hot fusion reactions, in which the fin
nucleus is produced by evaporating several neutrons. In
case, the cross sectionsER

xn (E), which is proportional
roughly to (Gn /G f)

x, happens to be more sensitive to th
value of the fission barrier since it increases in importance
a factor ofx.

III. ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The decay properties of the nobelium isotopes (Z5102)
produced in 48Ca12042208Pb reactions are very close t
those of superheavy nuclei. Here the macroscopic com
nent~1.2 MeV! is only small part of the whole fission barrie
which is predominantly determined by the shell correctio
Thus in this case the role of shell effects and the way th
fall off with increasing excitation energy can be well esta
lished by considering a vast body of available information
the yields of heavy evaporation residues in different chann
of the reaction. It should be noted that here the excitat
function should be described in severalxn channels simulta-
neously for several reactions, i.e., the decay widths of m
nobelium isotopes2502256No involved in evaporation cas
cades are calculated and used simultaneously in descri
several reactions. This to a great extent abridges freedom
changing the parameters used.

Figure 3 presents the capture cross sections for the r
tion 48Ca1208Pb, measured from the total yield of fissio
fragments@19#, in comparison with the calculated results o
tained according to the approach proposed in Ref.@14#. For
this reaction, the quasifission probability is not high,PCN
;1, and the fusion cross section is practically the same
the capture cross section. Using the same interaction pa
eters and changing only the radii of the nuclei, we calcula
the capture cross sections in the fusion reactions48Ca
1204,206,207,208Pb, as well as the yield of evaporation residu
for all the reactions in the 2n channel, which was measure
in Ref. @20# ~Fig. 3!. Figure 4 presents a comparison of th
calculated and measured cross sections of the yields of h
evaporation residues in the 1n-4n channels in the reaction
48Ca1206Pb.

The survival probabilities for all the reactions were calc
lated with experimental values of separation energies
light particles (n,p,a) @21#, and the fission barriers
calculated according to the formulaBf(J50)5BLD

2dWe2gDE* , whereBLD is the liquid drop fission barrier
('1.2 MeV for the nuclei under consideration! @3#; dW is
the shell correction for the ground-state energy@6#; gD is the
damping parameter, which accounts for the fact that s
effects fall off as the excitation energy of the compou
nucleus increases. The value of this parameter is espec
important in the case of superheavy nuclei, whose fiss
barriers are mainly determined just by the shell correctio
2-3
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for their ground states. In the literature one can find close
slightly different values for the damping parameter, and
paid special attention to the sensitivity of the calculated cr
sections to this parameter. Figure 4 shows how sensitive
cross section for the 4n channel is to a change in the dam
ing parameter. A simultaneous analysis of a great numbe
hot fusion reactions used for producing heavy elements
lows the conclusion that the value of this parameter lies
the rangegD

21514–18 MeV. The values of the other param
eters required for calculating the survivial probability, i
cluding the collective enhancement factor, which plays
important role in the decay of heavy spherical nuclei, can
found in Ref.@15#.

As already mentioned, in fusion reactions of superhe
nuclei, having overcome the Coulomb barrier, a nuclear s
tem evolves with high probability into quasifission channe
i.e., PCN,1 ands f us,scapt . In quasifission at low ener
gies, the role played by the energy gain (Q value! is great,
which results in a sharply asymmetric fragment mass dis
bution concentrated in the region ofA;208 and the comple
mentary fragment@13#. A distribution of this type allows one
to separate quasifission products from deep inelastic sca
ing products~which are concentrated in the region of th
projectile and target masses! and from regular fission prod
ucts, which are more or less symmetric in mass. Thus in
case of a mass-asymmetric reaction, the capture cross se
scapt(E) can be found by measuring the total yield of all t
fission fragments of the nuclear system, which are differ
from deep inelastic scattering products. The fusion cross

FIG. 3. Capture cross sections and cross sections of the ev
ration residue~ER! production in the 2n channel in the48Ca
12042208Pb fusion reactions. The experimental data for the cap
cross sections in the48Ca1208Pb fusion reaction are from Ref.@19#.
The experimental data for the 2n ER channels are from Ref.@20#.
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tion can be found by measuring the yield of near-symme
mass fragments in the regionA;ACN/2620, i.e., by measur-
ing the yield of fragments that show all the properties
regular fission fragments.

Measurements of this kind were carried out in Re
@13,19# for a great number of fusion reactions. Three
those reactions are considered in this work:48Ca1238U,
48Ca1244Pu, and 48Ca1248Cm. An experimental two-
dimensional total kinetic energy~TKE! mass plot for the
48Ca1248Cm fusion-fission reaction is shown in Fig. 5 alon
with the corresponding potential energy surface@14# deter-
mining evolution of the nuclear system. After the nuclei ha
come into contact, the nuclear system typically evolves
the asymmetric quasifission channels: path number 1 in
5~a!, which populates the area of fragment masses neaA
5208 in Fig. 5~b!. The asymmetric quasifission channels a
closer to the initial state in the configuration space of coll
tive degrees of freedom as compared with the configurati
through which the system has to pass on the way to
compound nucleus: trajectory number 3 in Fig. 5~a!. As a
result, only a small part of the incoming flux reaches a co
pound nucleus configuration, and the fusion cross sec
turns out to be far less than the capture cross section.
distinction betweens f us(E) and scapt(E) becomes still
more evident at low excitation energies.

Approximating the mass distribution of the quasifissi
fragments@area 1 in Fig. 5~b!# by a Gaussian shape, we ma
easily single out the events in the symmetric region of fiss
fragments@(ACN/2)620, area of dashed quadrangle in F
5~b!# which correspond to a regular fission. For the48Ca
1248Cm fusion-fission reaction, the tail of Gaussian gives
more than 20% of all the events in this region~see the details
in Ref. @13#!. A mass distribution corresponding to the sym
metric region of fission fragments@(ACN/2)620; area of
dashed quadrangle in Fig. 5~b!# is shown in Fig. 5~c!, com-

o-

e

FIG. 4. Cross sections of the ER production for differe
xn-channels in the48Ca1206Pb fusion reaction. The experimenta
data are from Ref.@20#. The solid lines correspond to the calcul
tions with the damping factorgD50.06 MeV21, whereas the
dashed and dotted curves for the 4n-channel are calculated with
gD50.05 and 0.08 MeV21, respectively.
2-4
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FISSION BARRIERS OF SUPERHEAVY NUCLEI PHYSICAL REVIEW C65 044602
FIG. 5. ~a! Driving potential as a function of mass asymmet
and distance between centers of two nuclei with zero deformat
@14#. The black solid curve corresponds to the contact configu
tions. Paths 1 and 2 lead the system to the asymmetric and
symmetric quasifission channels, whereas paths 3 and 4 corres
to the compound nucleus formation and its regular fission, res
tively. ~b! Two-dimensional TKE mass plot. Different regions a
numerated in accordance with the most probable trajectories~shown
on upper panel! contributed to these regions.~c! Mass distribution
of near-symmetric fission fragments@dashed quadrangle in pan
~b!# detected in the48Ca1248Cm reaction at an excitation energy o
E* 533 MeV, compared with the fission of238U measured at ap
proximately the same excitation energy@22#.
04460
pared with the typical mass yield of238U fission fragments
@22#. As can be seen, both distributions are quite similar.
the case of238U a two-humped fission mass distribution
regulated mainly by a doubly magic heavier fragment132Sn,
which plays the role of a lighter fragment in the case
fission of a 296116 nucleus at low excitation energies . Th
means, that symmetric region of fission fragment mas
@(ACN/2)620# seems to originate mainly from the regul
fusion-fission process in the reaction48Ca1248Cm→296116.

However, as shown in Ref.@14#, evolving from the initial
configuration of two nuclei in contact into the state of sphe
cal or near-spherical compound nucleus@path number 3 in
Fig. 5~a!#, the system goes through the same configurati
through which a compound nucleus goes in regular fiss
@path number 4 in Fig. 5~a!#, i.e., configurations close to th
saddle point. When in such a configuration and in a state
complete thermodynamic equilibrium, the nuclear system
much likely to go into the fission channel@path number 2 in
Fig. 5~a!#, without overcoming the saddle point, and produ
ing a spherically symmetric compound nucleus. A process
this kind results in fragments that are practically not differe
from regular fission fragments, since in both cases the s
tem follows the same path from the saddle point to the sc
ion point. This means that among all the events resulting
the system going in regular near-symmetric fission chann
there are such events in which the system does not produ
true spherically symmetric compound nucleus, whose s
vival probability PER(C→B1xn1Ng;E* ,l ) is calculated
within the framework of a standard statistical model. To p
this another way, if a compound system is assigned all
configurations from which it goes into an ordinary fissio
channel, then the survival probability of this nucleus sho
be greatly decreased. If an ordinary statistical model is u
for calculatingPER(C→B1xn1Ng;E* ,l ), then the com-
pound nucleus configuration space should be consider
narrowed down and its production probability should
taken to be less thans f us

expt/scapt
expt , wheres f us

expt is the fusion
cross section deduced from the total yield of near-symme
fission fragments.

Another peculiarity of the reactions under discussion
that the target nuclei possess a rather great static defo
tion. Coulomb barrier, which colliding nuclei are to pe
etrate, depends strongly on the orientation of a deform
nucleus. The barrier heights of the nose-to-nose (B1) and
side-by-side (B2) ultimate configurations differ from eac
other by 14–16 MeV. On the one hand, this results in
capture cross section being diffused as compared with
fusion of spherical nuclei~compare Figs. 3 and 6!. On the
other hand, it should be expected that after the nuclear
faces are in contact in the nose-to-nose configuration~low
barrier and correspondingly low excitation energies!, the sys-
tem is more likely to go in a quasifission channel than wh
in the side-by-side configuration. This must cause the pr
ability of compound nucleus production to decrease furt
at low excitation energies, which in its turn causes the p
duction cross section for evaporation residues for the 1n and
2n channels to decrease, and makes an analysis of t
channels still difficult.
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After calculating the value ofT(E,l ) in such a way that
the measured capture cross section is reproduced, and pa
etrizing the compound nucleus production probabilityPCN in
such a way thats f us

expt is reproduced, fission barriers for th
nuclei of the evaporation cascade were chosen in such a
that the corresponding measured cross section of the yie
a heavy evaporation residue nucleus was reproduced with
help of Eq.~1!. The calculated results are shown in Fig. 6 f

FIG. 6. The capture cross section~all fission fragments, open
circles!, the total yield of near-symmetric fission fragments w
A5ACN/2620 ~solid circles!, and the ER production cross sectio
in the 3n channel of the48Ca1238U reaction. The arrows show th
Coulomb barriers for two ultimate orientations of the deformed t
get nucleus: nose-to-nose (B1) and side-by-side (B2) configura-
tions. The cross section of evaporation residue formation was
culated with fission barrier of 4.5 MeV~dotted curve!, 5.5 MeV
~solid curve!, and 6.5 MeV~dashed curve!.
M

t.

c

04460
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he

the case of the48Ca1238U→286112 fusion reaction. Taking
account of the fact that fission barriers vary little fro
nucleus to nucleus in an evaporation cascade~see Fig. 2!, as
well as making the procedure for assessing them simpler,
same valueBf was used for these nuclei. The typical sen
tivity of the calculated production cross section for t
evaporation residue to a change in the value of the fiss
barrier is shown in Fig. 6. It is the fact that this sensitivity
high which allows one to expect the value of the fissi
barrier to be deduced to an accuracy of the order
60.5 MeV, with allowance made for the experimental err
in measuring this cross section and the uncertainty of so
parameters used in the calculations@15#. Since, as estab
lished above, the production probability for a true compou
nucleus may really be less than the value ofs f us

expt/scapt
expt ,

then comparing the measured and calculated cross sec
for the evaporation residues allows one to deduce the lo
limits of the fission barriers of the corresponding nuclei. T
final results are presented in Table I.

The analysis of the available experimental data on
fusion and fission of nuclei of286112, 292114, and296116,
produced in the reactions48Ca1238U, 48Ca1244Pu, and
48Ca1248Cm @13#, as well as experimental data on the su
vival probability of those nuclei in evaporation channels
three- and four-neutron emission@10–12#, enables us to
reach the quite reliable conclusion that the fission barriers
those nuclei are really quite high, which results in their re
tively high stability. The lower limits that we obtained for th
fission barriers of nuclei of2832286112, 2882292114, and
2922296116 are 5.5, 6.7, and 6.4 MeV, respectively.
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TABLE I. The lower limits of the heights of fission barriers.

Nucleus E* ~MeV! scapt s f us , < sER ~pb! ^Bf&, >

286112 31.5 40 mb 5 mb 5.0 ~3n!23.2
16.3 5.5 MeV

292114 36.5 30 mb 4 mb 0.5 ~4n!20.3
10.8 6.7 MeV

296116 34.8 30 mb 2 mb 0.5 ~4n!20.3
10.8 6.4 MeV
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